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Introduction
In the following pages, please find the summary reports of a number of clinical 
evaluations conducted in the first half of 2011 with the CardioChek test system. 
The reports identify specific centers when such authorization has been granted 
by the test site and when not available, provides a generic description of the 
type of center, e.g., Corporate Wellness Program. The presentation format is 
common throughout the summaries as described below.

Study Design Overview
Study Design describes the protocol used in the specific evaluation.
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Conclusion Overview
Conclusion is a “high-level” executive overview of the results and the clinical 
applicability of the CardioChek. 

Results: Correlation Overview
Correlation Analysis is a tabular listing of the statistical values associated with 
the correlation derived from the side by side testing of the CardioChek and the 
reference system, namely the reference laboratory analyzer. In some cases this 
also includes a second point of care device, the Cholestech LDX®.



Results: Risk Overview
Risk Classification is an interpretation of the CardioChek results in the study 
with respect to clinical equivalence to the reference laboratory methods. This 
interpretation is achieved by the assignment of each individual CardioChek 
value to a heart disease risk based on the American Heart Association – Adult 
Treatment Panel III (AHA-ATPIII) Guidelines. The risk assignment using the 
CardioChek value is then compared to the risk assignment using the laboratory 
value for agreement. The degree of agreement is stated in a tabular form 
showing how many values fully agree and how many have a one category or a 
two category difference of risk assignment. 
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Bias Summary
For the data presented in this report, the table below shows the average bias 
estimates at the Clinical Decision Limits for Cholesterol, HDL and Triglycerides.
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Study Design

A 31 patient comparison was performed evaluating the PTS Panels® Lipid Panel 
test strips for Cholesterol (TC), HDL Cholesterol (HDL) and Triglycerides (Trig) 
against a reference analyzer (AU5400 Chemistry System (Beckman Coulter, 
Brea, CA) conducted at Quest Diagnostics, Atlanta, GA.). The study included 
duplicate venous (lithium heparin) samples plus a fingerstick sample on the 
CardioChek® PA (CCPA) analyzer for each subject. The analysis consisted of 
accuracy and precision assessment and proper heart disease risk assignment 
based on the test results.

Conclusion

This study, conducted in a corporate health screening setting in January 2011 
consisted of a side by side comparative analysis of the CardioChek test results 
and the reference laboratory results analyzed using a Beckman AU5400 
Clinical Laboratory Analyzer. A comparison of results for 31 individual donors 
was evaluated using linear regression analysis, bias estimate and precision 
measurements. These statistical analyses demonstrate statistical equivalence 
of the CardioChek using venous and fingerstick sampling and the reference 
system. In addition, the individual results from each donor were assessed as 
to the degree of agreement and the assignment of heart disease risk. In this 
analysis, the CardioChek produced clinically equivalent results to the reference 
lab result. This demonstrates that the CardioChek may be employed with 
confidence in this corporate wellness setting. 

Corporate Wellness Employee Facility
Atlanta, GA

 January 2011
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Georgia Evaluation: Results

Correlation Analyses: The correlation statistics from a linear regression analysis of the 
comparative CardioChek® and reference lab values are used to define the CardioChek 
bias to the lab. 

Risk Classification: Conventional AHA-ATPIII guidelines are used to assign donors 
to heart disease risk categories. The assignment is made independently for the 
CardioChek and the reference value to low, moderate or high risk categories. These 
are then compared and the degree of risk assignment agreement is determined 
(Agree, 1 category difference (e.g., low to moderate) or 2 category difference (i.e., low 
to high)).
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Georgia Evaluation: Results, con’t.

Clinical Decision Limits: By using the correlation statistics, expected bias is estimated 
at clinical decision limits for Cholesterol, HDL Cholesterol and Triglycerides. In the 
following tables, predicted biases are shown with an average bias for each analyte.
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Study Design

A 46 patient comparison was performed evaluating the PTS Panels® Lipid 
Panel and Glucose test strips for Cholesterol (TC), HDL Cholesterol (HDL), 
Triglycerides (Trig), and Glucose (Glu) against a reference analyzer (AU5400 
Chemistry System (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) conducted at Quest Diagnostics, 
Tampa, FL.). The study included duplicate venous whole blood (lithium heparin) 
samples on the CardioChek® PA (CCPA) analyzer for each subject. The analysis 
consisted of accuracy and precision assessment and proper heart disease risk 
assignment based on the test results. 

Conclusion

This study, conducted in a health screening setting in June 2011 consisted 
of a side by side comparative analysis of the CardioChek test results and the 
reference laboratory results analyzed using a Beckman AU5400 Clinical 
Laboratory Analyzer. A comparison of results for 46 individual donors was 
evaluated using linear regression analysis, bias estimate and precision 
measurements. These statistical analyses demonstrate statistical equivalence 
of the CardioChek and the reference system. In addition, the individual results 
from each donor were assessed as to the degree of agreement and the 
assignment of heart disease risk. In this analysis, the CardioChek produced 
clinically equivalent results to the reference lab result. This demonstrates that 
the CardioChek may be employed with confidence in this clinical setting. 

Health Fair Evaluation
Winter Park, FL

April 2011
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Health Fair Evaluation: Results

Correlation Analyses: The correlation statistics from a linear regression analysis of the 
comparative CardioChek® and reference lab values are used to define the CardioChek 
bias to the lab. 

Risk Classification: Conventional AHA-ATPIII guidelines are used to assign donors 
to heart disease risk categories. The assignment is made independently for the 
CardioChek and the reference value to low, moderate or high risk categories. These 
are then compared and the degree of risk assignment agreement is determined 
(Agree, 1 category difference (e.g., low to moderate) or 2 category difference (i.e., low 
to high)).

Most of the observed one category differences were within 10% of the clinical decision limit.
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Health Fair Evaluation: Results, con’t.

Clinical Decision Limits: By using the correlation statistics, expected bias is estimated 
at clinical decision limits for Cholesterol, HDL Cholesterol, Triglycerides and glucose. In 
the following tables, predicted biases are shown with an average bias for each analyte.
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Study Design

A 47 patient comparison was performed evaluating the PTS Panels® Lipid Panel 
and the Cholestech LDX Lipid Profile for Cholesterol (TC), HDL Cholesterol 
(HDL) and Triglycerides (Trig) against a reference analyzer (AU5400 Chemistry 
System (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) conducted at Quest Diagnostics, San 
Diego, CA). The study included duplicate samples on the CardioChek® PA (CCPA) 
analyzer and single samples on the LDX (venous lithium heparin whole blood) for 
each subject. The analysis consisted of accuracy and precision assessment and 
proper heart disease risk assignment based on the test results. 

Conclusion

This study, conducted in a health screening setting in June 2011 consisted 
of a side by side comparative analysis of the CardioChek and LDX test results 
to reference laboratory results analyzed using a Beckman AU5400 Clinical 
Laboratory Analyzer. A comparison of results for 47 individual donors was 
evaluated using linear regression analysis, bias estimate and precision 
measurements. These statistical analyses demonstrate statistical equivalence 
of the CardioChek, the LDX and the reference system. In addition, the individual 
results from each donor were assessed as to the degree of agreement and the 
assignment of heart disease risk. In this analysis as well, both the CardioChek 
and the LDX produced clinically equivalent results to the reference lab result. 
This demonstrates that the CardioChek PA test system is the clinical equivalent 
for use in lieu of a laboratory analyzer in this clinical setting. 

Onsite Wellness Evaluation
Torrance, CA
June 2011
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Onsite Wellness Evaluation: Results

Correlation Analyses: The correlation statistics from a linear regression analysis of the 
comparative CardioChek®, LDX to the reference lab values are used to define the point 
of care system bias to the lab. 

Risk Classification: Conventional AHA-ATPIII guidelines are used to assign donors 
to heart disease risk categories. The assignment is made independently for the 
CardioChek, the LDX and the reference laboratory value to low, moderate or high risk 
categories.  These are then compared and the degree of risk assignment agreement 
is determined (Agree, 1 category difference (e.g., low to moderate) or 2 category 
difference (i.e., low to high)) using the laboratory system as the reference.
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Onsite Wellness Evaluation: Results, con’t.

Clinical Decision Limits: By using the correlation statistics, expected bias is estimated 
at clinical decision limits for Cholesterol, HDL Cholesterol and Triglycerides. In the 
following tables, predicted biases are shown with an average bias for each analyte.
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Study Design
A 25 patient comparison was performed evaluating the PTS Panels® Lipid Panel 
test strips for Cholesterol (TC), HDL Cholesterol (HDL) and Triglycerides (Trig) 
against a reference analyzer (AU5400 Chemistry System (Beckman Coulter, 
Brea, CA) conducted at Quest Diagnostics, Cincinnati, OH and Architect Ci8200 
Integrated System (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL) conducted at Christ 
Hospital Laboratory, Cincinnati, OH and Roche Integra (Roche Diagnostics, 
Indianapolis, IN) conducted at PTS, Inc. headquarters, Indianapolis, IN. The study 
included two lots of Lipid Panel test strips run in duplicate using venous (lithium 
heparin) samples on two CardioChek® PA (CCPA) analyzers for each subject. 
The analysis consisted of accuracy and precision assessment and proper heart 
disease risk assignment based on the test results. Many of the samples were 
also analyzed using two additional laboratory analyzers (Abbott Architect and 
Roche Integra).  All results are compared to those from the Beckman AU5400.

Conclusion
This study, conducted in a health screening setting in March 2011, consisted 
of a side by side comparative analysis of the CardioChek test results and three 
laboratory analyzers. The results from a reference laboratory using a Beckman 
AU5400 Clinical Laboratory Analyzer were used as the reference against 
which the CardioChek, an Abbott Architect and a Roche Integra were evaluated. 
The results for the individual donors were evaluated using linear regression 
analysis, bias estimate and precision measurements. These statistical analyses 
demonstrate statistical equivalence of the CardioChek, the two comparator 
laboratory analyzers and the reference system. In addition, the individual 
results from each donor were assessed as to the degree of agreement and 
the assignment of heart disease risk. The statistics comparing the Abbott and 
Roche analyzers to the Beckman Laboratory Analyzer demonstrate the known 

Christ Hospital Evaluation 
Cincinnati, OH

July 2011
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Christ Hospital Evaluation: Results
Correlation Analyses: The correlation statistics from linear regression analyses of 
the comparative values are used to define the bias between each system and the 
reference laboratory (Beckman AU5400). 

continued on pg. 15

Christ Hospital Evaluation: con’t.
and expected variance that is seen across large analytical systems, particularly 
for HDL Cholesterol. The clinical agreement and correlation between the 
CardioChek and the laboratory methods is shown to be equivalent to that 
observed between the laboratory analyzers. This demonstrates that the 
CardioChek may be employed with confidence in this clinical setting.  
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Christ Hospital Evaluation: Results, con’t.

Risk Classification: Conventional AHA-ATPIII guidelines are used to assign donors 
to heart disease risk categories. The assignment is made independently for the 
CardioChek® and the Beckman AU5400 value to low, moderate or high risk categories.  
These are then compared and the degree of risk assignment agreement is determined 
(Agree, 1 category difference (i.e., low to moderate) or 2 category difference (e.g., low 
to high)) using the Beckman system as the reference.
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Christ Hospital Evaluation: Results, con’t.

Clinical Decision Limits: By using the correlation statistics, expected bias is estimated 
at clinical decision limits for Cholesterol, HDL Cholesterol and Triglycerides. In the 
following tables, predicted biases are shown with an average bias for each analyte.
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Study Design

A 71 patient comparison was performed evaluating the PTS Panels® Lipid Panel 
test strips for Cholesterol (TC), HDL Cholesterol (HDL) and Triglycerides (Trig) 
against a reference analyzer (AU5400 Chemistry System (Beckman Coulter, 
Brea, CA) conducted at Quest Diagnostics, Horsham, PA). The study included 
duplicate venous (lithium heparin) samples on the CardioChek® PA (CCPA) 
analyzer for each subject. The analysis consisted of accuracy and precision 
assessment and proper heart disease risk assignment based on the test 
results.

Conclusion

This study, conducted in a health screening setting in July 2011, consisted 
of a side by side comparative analysis of the CardioChek test results and the 
reference laboratory results analyzed using a Beckman AU5400 Clinical 
Laboratory Analyzer. A comparison of results for 71 individual donors was 
evaluated using linear regression analysis, bias estimate and precision 
measurements. These statistical analyses demonstrate statistical equivalence 
of the CardioChek and the reference system. In addition, the individual results 
from each donor were assessed as to the degree of agreement and the 
assignment of heart disease risk. In this analysis, the CardioChek produced 
clinically equivalent results to the reference lab result. This demonstrates that 
the CardioChek may be employed with confidence in this clinical setting.

Army National Guard Evaluation
Conducted in Wilmington, DE

 July 2011
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Army National Guard Evaluation: Results

Correlation Analyses: The correlation statistics from a linear regression analysis of the 
comparative CardioChek® and reference lab values are used to define the CardioChek 
bias to the lab. 

Risk Classification: Conventional AHA-ATPIII guidelines are used to assign donors 
to heart disease risk categories. The assignment is made independently for the 
CardioChek® and the Beckman AU5400 value to low, moderate or high risk categories.  
These are then compared and the degree of risk assignment agreement is determined 
(Agree, 1 category difference (i.e., low to moderate) or 2 category difference (e.g., low 
to high)) using the Beckman system as the reference.
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Army National Guard Evaluation: 
Results, con’t.

Clinical Decision Limits: By using the correlation statistics, expected bias is estimated 
at clinical decision limits for Cholesterol, HDL Cholesterol and Triglycerides. In the 
following tables, predicted biases are shown with an average bias for each analyte.


